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                            What is Another Universe?

                            Another Universe AR virtual metaverse, allowing you to buy, sell, trade, decorate your
                                Virtual Star. Here, you can enjoy life-logging, develop avatars, mining resource and
                                explore unknown planets, experience a lively social, cultural, economic life.
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                    Have yourself a Dream Star and make it shine bright like a diamond

                    What is Another
                                    Universe?
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                    Who is the owner of this planet? 

                        Invest in the infinite spread of stars in this wonderful universe. 

                        Anyone can be the owner of these stars. 

                        Make your dream world in a star. 

                        The party of stars has begun.
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                            About us

                            
                                Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real
                                    planets on astronomical maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then
                                    design buildings, roads according to their desire and purpose, grow their own stars
                                    and avatars through resource mining and various missions, go to distant space,
                                    explore new and unknown planets.

                                Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real planets
                                    on astronomical maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then design
                                    buildings, roads according to their desire and purpose, grow their own stars and
                                    avatars through resource mining and various missions, go to distant space, explore
                                    new and unknown planets.
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                            White paper

                            
                                Another Universe, in which the development of the stars it owns is
                                    directly connected to practical economic benefits, goes beyond the emotional concept
                                    of simply owning a star, and pioneers an endless universe. It is a grand scale
                                    multi-metaverse that helps you create the value you want as an irreplaceable NFT and
                                    creates more value through autonomous transactions, cooperation and adventure
                                    between users. 

                                Another Universe, in which the development of the stars it owns is
                                    directly connected to practical economic benefits, goes beyond the emotional concept
                                    of simply owning a star, and pioneers an endless universe. It is a grand scale
                                    multi-metaverse that helps you create the value you want as an irreplaceable NFT and
                                    creates more value through autonomous transactions, cooperation and adventure
                                    between users. 
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                                Information about our latest and hottest events is constantly updated
                                    here. Don't miss out, Stay updated!
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                                One-click to know more about hundreds of fantastic events in Another
                                    Universe like NFT, Metaverse. Never miss a chance,
                                    check out the latest video here.
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                                Another Universe Blog is a community for Blockchain, NFT, and
                                    Metaverse. We share our project and interesting information about the latest
                                    technology trends.
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                                You'll probably find the answers to your questions here, we're here
                                    to help if you want more

                                You'll probably find the answers to your questions here, we're here to
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                                Contact us for more infomation!

                                Contact us for more infomation!
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                                We work with top professionals only, specifically with certified
                                    experts in technology and marketing who know the entire blockchain system. Get to
                                    know the team of enthusiasts who are working hard and passionately behind this
                                    project.
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                                Our partners are not only about business but also friends to achieve
                                    big dreams, we trust each other and believe in 'Another Universe'
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                            BECOME A PLANET ARCHITECT

                        

                        
                            Own your star, make it the brightest star in the sky and profit from it
                                or become a planetary trader. There is no limit for you to earn on Metaverse. 

                            Own your star, make it the brightest star in the sky and profit from it or
                                become a planetary trader. There is no limit for you to earn on Metaverse. 
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                            BECOME A UNIVERSE MILLIONAIRE

                        

                        
                            Various editor functions are provided so that you can build a city on
                                your own star or design a star easily with special editing tools. Design and build your
                                own unique city on the planet. 

                            Various editor functions are provided so that you can build a city on your
                                own star or design a star easily with special editing tools. Design and build your own
                                unique city on the planet. 
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                            BECOME A GALAXY INFLUENCER

                        

                        
                            Depending on the visitors and registered friends of your star, you can
                                make your own star that sparkles even more. The more visitors to your star, the higher
                                the value and price of your star.
                            

                            Depending on the visitors and registered friends of your star, you can
                                make your own star that sparkles even more. The more visitors to your star, the higher
                                the value and price of your star.
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                        You can't live twice but you can live two lives

                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        
                        
                        The Another Universe prepares a grand plan to carry all the data from the
                            stars created by
                            the user into space on a real
                            satellite projectile.

                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        The brighter the star, the higher the value.

                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                            My UNIVERSE, Your DREAM, Our DREAM UNIVERSE

                        


                        
                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                        Among the countless stars in this vast universe,
                            A world with none of my star, isn't it such a boring world?
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                            Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real planets on
                                astronomical
                                maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then design buildings, roads
                                according to their desire and purpose, and grow their own stars and avatars through
                                resource mining and various missions, go to distant space, explore new and unknown
                                planets. Through an autonomous space community, users can manage a real socio-cultural
                                and economic life. We are undertaking this massive project in three phases.

                            PHASE 1:
                                
 In Phase 1, we will launch a global trading platform for ownership of Virtual Star
                                    inside Another Universe with many attractive features such as: explore the planets
                                    through AR astronomical maps on mobile or website, enjoy emotional lifelogging, get
                                    award in Space1969 token...

                                PHASE 2:

                                 In Phase 2, we will go live with the interactive Another Universe platform, and
                                    players can construct and decorate their stars into lively cities with buildings,
                                    houses, streets, trees…and sell these designed items at NFT market. 

                                PHASE 3:

                                 In Phase 3, we will provide VR experience, a special Game Planet and update each
                                    alien with the resource.

                                OUR GOAL & VISION IS...

                                Create a virtual universe where all users will be well aware of living and
                                    experiencing social, cultural, and economic activities. Thereby developing an
                                    autonomous market for users and allowing them to expand the environment by
                                    themselves
                                    or through cooperation.
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                            White paper

                            Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real planets on
                                astronomical maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then design
                                buildings, roads according to their desire and purpose, grow their own stars and avatars
                                through resource mining and various missions, go to distant space, explore new and
                                unknown planets.
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                            Event

                            Information about our latest and hottest events is constantly updated here.
                                Don't miss out, Stay updated!
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                                        Ended October 30, 2021
                                        
                                            
                                                FREE TICKET EVENT
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                	Play now
	Get 10,000 free Another Universe Star tickets
                                                        with
                                                        you to
                                                        experience a metaverse space. 
	An opportunity to help you reach your dream
                                                        of the
                                                        future
                                                        of
                                                        the
                                                        internet and partly a neat way to encapsulate some current
                                                        trends in
                                                        online
                                                        infrastructure, including the growth of real-time 3D worlds.
                                                    
	At Another Universe, you will experience a
                                                        set of
                                                        virtual
                                                        spaces
                                                        where you can create and explore with other people who aren’t in
                                                        the
                                                        same
                                                        physical
                                                        space as you. 
	With Another Universe Star Ticket, you can
                                                        buy any
                                                        star
                                                        for
                                                        free
                                                        in the Another Universe system, which will open in March 2022
                                                        (1st
                                                        phase).
                                                    



                                                    	⚡️ Event time: Until October 30, 2021. 
	⚡️ Limited free tickets: 10,000 pcs 
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                                        Happening
                                        
                                            
                                                AWESOME EVENT OF THE YEAR: SHOOT MORE - EARN MORE MINIGAME
                                            
                                        

                                        
                                            
                                                	Play now
	Your mission is to shoot free falling
                                                        meteorites to
                                                        protect your planet. 
	- Each meteorite big and small will have a
                                                        different
                                                        score. 
	- The more you shoot, the higher your score
                                                        will be.
                                                    
	- The game ends when the meteor hits your
                                                        planet.
                                                    



                                                    	* Note: 
	- The winners are in the TOP 10. The number
                                                        of points
                                                        you reach will determine your reward.
	- Rewards will be converted to Another
                                                        Universe Token
                                                        in the future.
	- You can only play once a day



                                                    	Hope you enjoy it and become a winner.
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                            One-click to know more about hundreds of fantastic events in Another Universe like NFT,
                                Metaverse. Never miss a chance, check out the latest video here. Hope you enjoy it!
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                            Blog

                            Another Universe Blog is a community for Blockchain, NFT, and Metaverse. We
                                share our project and interesting information about the latest technology trends.
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                                                event of the year: Shoot More — Earn More Minigame
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                                                Universe’s big plans for the metaverse: ‘So much more than a game’
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                                                METAVERSE, THE MULTIVERSE, AND THE END OF YOUR FREE TIME
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                                                NFTs are creating a generational divide between platforms
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                                                Than A Trend: Entering The Metaverse Will Become A Necessity For
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                                                Will Rule The Metaverse? The Strange Battle For Our Future Digital
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                                                STARTUP IS CREATING DIGITAL HUMAN SERVANTS TO WORK IN THE METAVERSE
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                                                Facebook, Walmart and How Companies Shouldn’t Set Up in the
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                                                That Walmart VR shopping video is old news — but so is the metaverse
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                                                How to invest in the metaverse: The chief strategist at a $1.5
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                                                Metaverse events are here, so what are the benefits?
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                                                As we escape to the metaverse, we must not abandon real world crises
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                                                COVID tech, the metaverse and driverless cars: What can we expect from
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                            We work with top professionals only, specifically with certified experts
                                in technology and marketing who know the entire blockchain system. 

                                Get to know the team of enthusiasts who are working hard and passionately behind this
                                project.
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                            Partner

                            Our partners are not only about business but also friends to achieve big
                                dreams, we trust each other and believe in ' Another Universe'
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                                1. How do I purchase a star and name it?

                                
                                    After logging into Another Universe, you will see the astronomical map fills the
                                        screen. You can look for the stars (planets) they want on the map and buy them.
                                        You can check your purchases in the ‘My star’ menu. After buying a star, press
                                        the menu button in the lower right corner of the screen to check the stars
                                        purchased through the ‘My Star’ and set the star names (keywords) you want.

                                

                            

                            
                                2. What should I do if the name I want to set is
                                    duplicated?

                                
                                    To name a star, search for applicable names with the ‘Keyword search’ function.
                                        When you complete the star name setting with a non-duplicate one, the ownership
                                        of the star is established, and the first-stage purchase and setting finish.

                                    In case the desired name is duplicated and you can not set it as your star name,
                                        if you really want it, you can use the 'Search' function to find the star of
                                        that name(keyword) and negotiate with its owner through messenger to buy it.

                                

                            

                            
                                3. What can I do in Another Universe?

                                
                                    Another Universe like a role game, you can select and own virtual stars, then
                                        design buildings, roads according to their desire and purpose, and grow stars
                                        through exchanges and cooperation with other stars owners.
                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                4. What else do I get except the above
                                    advantages?

                                
                                    Well, there is a huge benefit for the Pioneer. For every NFT transaction, you
                                        will get 1%, you can get 5% from the cost of attracting advertisements. Not only
                                        that, but you will get another 5% for the planet transfer fee. You can also make
                                        profit from here.

                                

                            

                            
                                5. Can I invite my friend to my star?

                                
                                    Without a doubt. You own it, thus you have complete control. Inviting your
                                        friends is also a good idea, as it will not only make your star more vibrant but
                                        also boost its worth.
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                    ANOTHER UNIVERSE

                    Have yourself a Dream Star and make it shine bright like a diamond

                    What is Another
                                    Universe?
                        
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                Another Universe AR virtual metaverse, allowing you to buy, sell, trade,
                            decorate your Virtual Star. Here, you can enjoy life-logging, develop avatars, mining
                            resource and explore unknown planets, experience a lively social, cultural, economic life.
                        

                    

                    
                                    
                                        Download App
                                    
                        
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                    Who is the owner of this planet? Invest in the infinite spread of stars in this wonderful
                        universe. Anyone can be the owner of these stars. Make your dream world in a star. The party of
                        stars has begun.

                

            

            
                
                    
                            About us
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            Another Universe is a metaverse that digitally replicates real
                                planets on astronomical maps, allowing users to select and own virtual stars, then
                                design buildings, roads according to their desire and purpose, grow their own stars
                                and avatars through resource mining and various missions, go to distant space,
                                explore new and unknown planets.

                        
                            White paper
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            Another Universe, in which the development of the stars it owns is directly connected to
                                practical economic benefits, goes beyond the emotional concept of simply owning a star,
                                and pioneers an endless universe. It is a grand scale multi-metaverse that helps you
                                create the value you want as an irreplaceable NFT and creates more value through
                                autonomous transactions, cooperation and adventure between users. 

                        
                            Event
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            Information about our latest and hottest events is constantly updated here. Don't miss
                                out, Stay updated!

                        
                            Trailer
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            One-click to know more about hundreds of fantastic events in Another Universe like NFT,
                                Metaverse. Never miss a chance,
                                check out the latest video here.

                        
                        
                            Blog
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            Another Universe Blog is a community for Blockchain, NFT, and Metaverse. We share our
                                project and interesting information about the latest technology trends. 
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                                Among the countless stars in this vast universe,
                                    A world with none of my star, isn't it such a boring world?
                            
                            
                                The Another Universe prepares a grand plan to carry all the
                                    data from the stars created by the user into space on a real
                                    satellite projectile.
                            
                            
                                You can’t live twice but you can live two lives
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                                I especially liked how the course material was presented: it was
                                    easy to understand, even for newbies like myself, and with a lot of examples.

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        BECOME A PLANET ARCHITECT

                                        Various editor functions are provided so that you can build a city on your
                                            own star or design a star easily with special
                                            editing tools. Design and build your own unique city on the planet.
                                        

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                It won’t be easy. You’ll be constantly searching for information
                                    and staying out of your comfort zone. But don’t be afraid to give it a go, it’s
                                    totally worth it.

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        BECOME A UNIVERSE MILLIONAIRE

                                        Own your star, make it the brightest star in the sky and profit from it or
                                            become a planetary trader. There is no limit
                                            for you to earn on Metaverse.

                                    

                                

                            

                            
                                When I started working at Mercury, I realized how closely Academy
                                    reflects the day-to-day work! What you are learning here is what you will actually
                                    be doing at work.

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        BECOME A GALAXY INFLUENCER

                                        Depending on the visitors and registered friends of your star, you can make
                                            your own star that sparkles even more. The
                                            more visitors to your star, the higher the value and price of your star.
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                            FAQ
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                
                                            
                                        
                                    

                            You'll probably find the answers to your questions here, we're here to help if you want
                                more

                        

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    Contact

                                    
                                        
                                            Training program
                                                    About us
White paper
Event
Trailer
Blog



                                                

                                            City
                                                    Not selected
Samara
                                                            
Saratov
                                                            
Kazan
                                                            

                                                                Krasnodar

                                                                Togliatti
St.
                                                                Petersburg
Online
                                                            



                                                

                                            
                                                
                                                        
                                                            Fill out application

                                                        

                                                    

                                            

                                            Full
                                                        name

                                            
                                                EmailIncorrect
                                                        email

                                                Phone number
                                                        

                                                    Incorrect phone

                                            

                                            I agree to
                                                            the processing of my personal data and accept the terms of
                                                            privacy
                                                                policy.
                                                
                                                    
                                                        
                                                            Contact Us

                                                        

                                                    

                                                

                                            

                                            
                                                OOPS.
                                                    Something went wrong!

                                                

                                            

                                        

                                        
                                            Get in touch

                                            +7 (846)
                                                    279-49-92
info@mercurydevelopment.com
                                            

                                            Tell your friends about us

                                            	
                                                            
                                                                
                                                                
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            
                                                                
                                                                
                                                                
                                                            
                                                        
	
                                                            








A line styled icon from Orion Icon Library.
                                                            
                                                            
                                                        
                                            
                                        
                                    
                                
                            
                            
                                Your application has been sent!

                                Your application has been accepted!

Within
                                    the next two days we will send you an applicant questionnaire to the specified email
                                    address.

                                
                                    
                                        Done

                                    

                                

                            
                        
                    
                
            
            

            
        
    
    

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    
        
        
        
    

    





